
FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Randy Cohen
1 review

We explained to Kevin the job we wanted.  He quoted us 
and showed up right on time.  He complete the job as 
agreed and left the work area spotless.  The work product 
was very high quality.  Kevin and his son are true 
craftsman.  Highly recommend working with Creatively 
Done Home Improvement.

Bill Behrbom
1 review

Last Fall, a  wind storm broke off a 20’ limb from a huge 
tree and it fell on the front of my house damaging the 
columns. In addition, the column bases were original and 
not in great condition.
I called Kevin, who was on his way to a job heading East 
on the LIE. He turned around and came to my house to 
help. He stabilized the column so it wouldn’t fall. We made 
arrangements to do the repair work at another time.  He 
would not take any money for this well needed emergency 
service.
When Kevin and his crew arrived they were on time and 
very professional and friendly. The cost was very 
reasonable and the work was impeccable.
They remade all 4 bases, with a redesign that looks great. 
Polyvinyl covering was used. The columns look fantastic. 
We’re very happy with Kevin’s work. His standards are high 
and it shows in his work.
His crew took the time to complete this job with precision. 
And worth noting, they cleaned up very nicely before 
leaving after the first day, and left everything well cleaned 
upon completion of the job.
I’ll be calling Kevin for several other projects and I 
recommend him to anyone who needs remodeling, 
construction, or any other work and wants an honest and 
fair priced contractor who will complete your project with 
perfection. I’ve added several pictures of this project.
Thanks Kevin!

516-470-1961

104 Jerusalem Ave, Hicksville, NY 11801, 
United States

Creatively Done Home Improvements Inc

sam morhaim
5 reviews

It gives me immense pleasure to be able to write a review 
for this company. Every so often, you find individuals who 
take pride in their work. My wife Michelle and I simply  
cannot say enough about these individuals. There is Kevin, 
the principal in the company, along with his co-‘workers, 
Mat, Brandon, and Dom.
Michelle looked for a company that provided custom 
moulding and Mill work- a truly lost art on Long Island. 
Fortunately, through social media she came across 
Creatively Done Homes. We were able to see samples of 
their work from posted pictures- I encourage you all to do 
the same. You will also eventually see ours. We wanted 
our mud room and foyer redone , and the use of board and 
batten was the concept. Needless to say, the work was 
exquisite! They were professional, neat, and extremely 
efficient. These guys are true pros. By the way we have 
grown quite fond of all of them as individuals as well. We 
look forward to many more projects, and highly 
recommend them without reservation. My only concern is 
that after this review, they will become too busy for us to 
access them again! Have no worries, they will be even 
more particular about their work than you all. They are all 
extremely honest and critical- be prepared for that. Love 
these guys. We welcome them in our home any time

Barbara Sayre
2 reviews

Extremely pleased with Creatively Done Homes. Initially 
dealing with Kevin, the owner, was a positive experience. I 
knew right away he was honest, professional and would 
actually do my job correctly.  His lead carpenter Brandon 
actually did the work - relocated a dryer vent. He showed 
up on the right day and ON TIME. His work was perfect 
and he was extremely knowledgeable, polite and efficient. 
Definitely recommend!!

Debbie Ortiz
4 reviews

Kevin and his team are true professionals. Brandon, the 
lead technician, is a skilled carpenter and made chair rails, 
shadow boxes, a column, window sills and new window 
moldings. His assistant, Matthew, also did a wonderful 
job. They were a great team. I would definitely use them 
again as they were dedicated to completing a top notch 
project. Kevin checked the work being done everyday. They 
were clean and professional at all times. They made sure 
they left the job swept clean and in order. Highly 
recommend for any project you’re considering in your 
home.

Jordan Birnbaum
1 review

Very knowledgeable, they do a great job of explaining the 
various issues and options. Very reliable, responsive and 
respectful. And of course they do great work. Kevin, 
Brandon and Matt are terrific.

Uzair Saleem
1 review

Kevin really means it when he says he cares about his 
customers being satisfied with their work. I had a simple 
door repair that required him to come back to check up on. 
He added one last finishing touch even after the project 
was done. I really appreciated that level of customer 
service. Thanks Kevin! I would definitely recommend and 
go back again.

Kevin McMullen
8 reviews

Kevin and his team did an excellent job on repairing our 
downstairs and renovating our laundry room.  They were 
very clean and thorough, and Kevin explained everything 
they were doing and gave recommendations for how to 
best fix everything.  They were professional and the quality 
of their work is much better than other contractors I've 
used.  I plan to use Creatively Done Homes for future 
projects and will be recommending them to family and 
friends in the area. Sharonie Kesselman

2 reviews

Kevin and his team were amazing. Very professional, 
always on time, excellent craftsmanship and always 
cleaned up when done. We built a brand new fireplace with 
a stone and molding surround. They truly care about the 
job and exceeded my expectations. Can’t wait for my next 
project.

Catherine Edele
3 reviews

Wonderful service and friendly people! Kevin is a really 
nice guy, it was a pleasure working with him! Also his crew, 
Matt & Joe were very professional and  courteous. Work 
came out great! Will definitely be using again in the near 
future. Thanks so much!

Jay Cho
1 review

Our office needed some work done. We found Kevins 
company, Creatively Done Homes, on Angies list. They 
were very easy to deal with and we set an appointment for 
them to come in and remove sliding glass doors from our 
office and fix some molding. They were extremely helpful 
at all times. We went back and forth with pictures through 
email which was great. Kevin was very thorough and 
always followed up. Kevin gave us a fair quote and had an 
appointment available within a week. When they came to 
the office, he brought 2 other workers. All were extremely 
professional and friendly. Their workmanship was 
impeccable and when they left, you would never know they 
were here because it was so clean. We highly recommend 
using Kevins company and we look forward to working 
with them in the future.

Brandon Dildy
4 reviews

Kevin and his son were amazing! We are new home 
owners and they were upfront, honest, and didn’t take 
advantage. They provided a solution where others failed. 
We now know who to go to for all our home care needs! 
Thank you again!

creativelydone1@gmail.com
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